PREFACE OF RESEARCH STUDY

Every creation has certain form of preface and specifically this research is having a very interesting one. This research is germinated in my heart in 'July 1973'. Since then my life is that research, an intense inner urge to seek continuously, to question; to explore everything to its last extremum. This constant inner search has written stanzas and paragraphs of my life. 'Self actualization' was the essence of that ceaseless enquiry in uncharted dimensions of one's own self. Self which functions as a person, as a social entity. What is it? What are various processes of it? which function ceaselessly at superficial and deeper level of consciousness. What is peripheral self? What is central self? The 'I', the 'me', 'the one self'. Every moment of my life is that egolessness or selflessness. Since I was introduced to the greatest spiritual 'geniouses' of this century 'Osho' and 'J. Krishnamurty' who were considered as enlightened masters in spiritual world. 'Osho' who was enhanced as, at that time, 'Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh'. Everything within and without me turned at 180° angle. In July 1975 as an explosion of my central axis 'Ego' discontinued my previous continuity of 'the self'. The self which appears to be so real to everybody, is just a reflection of the identity or image of one self. Image of the self created by identification of one's conciousness with psycho somatic complex of one self. Constantly from last thirty years I was in constant touch with discourses of 'Osho' and 'J. Kirshnamurty'. I tried my hard to read first their entire literature and then to begin my work of research study but I admit honostly that it proved to be
impossible because only ‘Osho’ has contributed six hundred fifty volume of his work of spontaneous discourses along with it ‘J. Krishnamurty’ delivered at length dialogues and discourses for sixty long years. Therefore, it is almost impossible to read them totally even in one’s whole life. Therefore, from some where in between I started my research work and completed it after such a long duration. The basic nature of this research is spontanity making it a strange journey. Passing through various phases the research has reached to its completion which is a matter of great happiness and celebration. I am extremly thankful to this infinite existance which helped me in every way to complete this research project without the help of the unknown, it was impossible for me to complete this project.

Thanking you my beloved whole existence.